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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are creating a Microsoft ASP.NET Web site.
The Web site includes user management pages. The pages are
stored in a folder named UserMgt in the root folder of the Web
site.
You need to ensure that only users who belong to the
administrator role can access the pages.
What should you do?
A. Add the following code fragment to the Web.config file in
the root folder. &lt;configuration&gt; &lt;location
path="UserMgt"&gt; &lt;system.web&gt; &lt;authorization&gt;
&lt;allow roles="admin"/&gt; &lt;deny users="*"/&gt;
&lt;/authorization&gt; &lt;/system.web&gt; &lt;/location&gt;
&lt;/configuration&gt;
B. Add the following code fragment to the Web.config file in
the root folder. &lt;configuration&gt; &lt;location
path="UserMgt"&gt; &lt;system.web&gt; &lt;authorization&gt;
&lt;allow users="admin"/&gt; &lt;deny users="*"/&gt;
&lt;/authorization&gt; &lt;/system.web&gt; &lt;/location&gt;
&lt;/configuration&gt;
C. Add the following code fragment to the Web.config file in

the UserMgt folder. &lt;configuration&gt; &lt;location
path="UserMgt"&gt; &lt;system.web&gt; &lt;authorization&gt;
&lt;deny users="*"/&gt; &lt;allow roles="admin"/&gt;
&lt;/authorization&gt; &lt;/system.web&gt; &lt;/location&gt;
&lt;/configuration&gt;
D. Add the following code fragment to the Web.config file in
the root folder. &lt;configuration&gt; &lt;location
path="UserMgt"&gt;
&lt;system.web&gt;
&lt;authorization&gt;
&lt;deny users="*"/&gt;
&lt;allow roles="admin"/&gt;
&lt;/authorization&gt;
&lt;/system.web&gt;
&lt;/location&gt;
&lt;/configuration&gt;
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statements about OSPF optimal design are true? (Choose
two.)
A. Multiarea OSPF design adds increased operational complexity.
B. Multiarea OSPF design offers more scalable design.
C. In hub-and-spoke topology, the hub must be the ABR.
D. Summarization depends on the IP addressing scheme structure.
Answer: B,D
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
The summary-address is only used to create aggregate addresses
for OSPF at an autonomous system boundary.
It means this command should only be used on the ASBR when you
are trying to summarize externally redistributed routes from
another protocol domain or you have a NSSA area. But a
requirement to create a summarized route is:
The ASBR compares the summary route's range of addresses with
all routes redistributed into OSPF on that ASBR to find any
subordinate subnets (subnets that sit inside the summary route
range). If at least one subordinate subnet exists, the ASBR
advertises the summary route.
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